KNGS Community Newsletter 2nd March, 2021
Message from our Headteacher
Thank you to everyone that has contributed to the community newsletter this term. I have very much enjoyed
reading it and looking at the photographs of the fantastic work and activities that many of our students have taken
part in.
I am extremely proud of our whole school community. The dedication of all staff is so evident from those in school
supporting critical worker and vulnerable children, our support staff who have frequently and skilfully changed
their roles significantly to adapt to the ever changing needs, our dedicated teaching staff for their tireless efforts to
develop their teaching methods in continuing to ensure excellent student progress, our parents and carers for your
daily support, encouragement and involvement in your children’s learning and last but not least our students, all
1060 of them, well done! Attendance at lessons has been extremely high, their engagement in lessons has been
fantastic and they have made excellent progress. We can’t wait to welcome them all back to school from the 8th
March for Lateral Flow Tests before returning to face to face teaching.
Before our students return, please read our updated risk assessment and share this with your children, the most
updated version dated February 2021 will be available on our website and can be found here https://
www.kngs.co.uk/closure-information-introduction/risk-assessment/
I’ve also sent two letters on the 23rd and 25th February, both can be accessed on our website: https://
www.kngs.co.uk/closure-information-introduction/letters-key-emails/
We do recognise that some students may be feeling a little anxious about their return. Mrs Woodward has shared
an excellent article which you can find below which may help with this transition.
Best wishes
Mrs Raggett, Headteacher

Supporting Our Students With the Return to School
We are aware that our pupils’ and their family experiences of the pandemic will be very varied. Some, despite
restrictions, will have felt safe and mostly enjoyed their time at home. For others, it may have been challenging or
even traumatic. As a school we aim to support our pupils through challenges and strive to ensure that their
experience of returning to school is positive.
In preparation for when children return to school we wish to share some practical advice for parents and
caregivers.
Start talking
Your child might have worries about the virus, restrictions in place or their education and school. You can explore
these and help them to think of ways to manage them. We would encourage you to communicate with school if
you have particular concerns.
Sleep routine
Our daily routines may have become disrupted in recent months. Sleep is very important for your child’s mental
health and wellbeing, as well as their development. Try and help your child build a healthy sleep routine which they
can maintain whether attending school in person or not. Further guidance on improving sleep can be found via this
link guide on improving sleep .

Coping strategies
Encourage your child to consider the coping strategies they use when feeling stressed such as speaking with
friends or family, doing regular exercise or using breathing techniques. It can also be helpful to share your own
worries and feelings about the current situation and ways you are managing these feelings.
Make yourself available as much as possible
This is not easy. Particularly for those parents and caregivers desperately trying to balance work and home
schooling. However, children may want to come and “chat” about their day. Consider creating a space for talking
in different ways, such as going on a walk together or cooking together – there may be less pressure in these
circumstances than when sitting face-to-face.
Look at the positives
It might be helpful to talk with your child about the things they have enjoyed during the pandemic and what they
may be looking forward to, like their favourite shop reopening, seeing friends in the park or getting ice cream
from their favourite café.
If you have concerns about the return to school then please share these with us so that we can work together
to support your child.

Pupils with Special Educational Needs
As a school we recognise that the recent move towards remote learning can present difficulties for some pupils.
This can be particularly challenging for students with additional needs that benefit so greatly from the face to face
support they have in a classroom. The SEND department would like to remind parents and carers that they can
contact a member of the SEND or pastoral team if they have concerns about their child. We will do what we can to
offer support and reassurance.

Safeguarding Alert - Dangerous Chat Rooms
We have been made aware of dangerous activities happening on the chat room Omegle.
Content from Omegle is now being shared by popular influencers which could encourage
young people to visit this platform. There are instances where popular influencers are livestreaming reaction
videos of them using the platform.
What are anonymous chat rooms?
Anonymous chat rooms are online spaces where people can chat with strangers. People can communicate via
instant messaging and video chat, some of these platforms use random matching to pair users.
Young people are likely to use these chat rooms and chat room apps because they seem fun, and
the randomisation of people can be exciting.
As young people spend much more time online due to ongoing restrictions, there is an increased chance that they
will come across these sites.
We’re aware of content from Omegle being shared widely across other platforms with trending hashtags, which
could drive even more traffic. Despite young people seeing platforms like these as fun, they may not see the risks
from those online with malicious intentions.
What are the risks?
•
•
•
•

Young people are at risk of seeing distressing or highly sexualised imagery without warning
They may be asked or pressured to remove clothing or reveal personal information
They may be asked to have private conversations on other apps or platforms
They may also be sent malicious links or spam

Further information and tips on how to talk to your child about online safety can be found on the Safer School—Safety Hub
webpage.
Further information on E-Safety for parents can also be found on the KNGS website: https://www.kngs.co.uk/parents/esafety/.
Here information can be found on a range of topics including:
•
E-Safety Guide for Parents
•
Parental Controls & Website Blocking

Congratulations to Mrs Barron de Burgh
We would like congratulate KNGS Maths Teacher, Mrs Barron de Burgh on the birth of Frederick Henry (Fred for
short) into the world at 11.20am on 18th February, weighing a healthy 8 lbs 4 ozs.
Both Mrs Baron du Burgh and Fred are doing well.

What are our KNGS community up to?
Lots of creativity going on! Thank you to these students who shared their lockdown artwork with us!

Emily Chan (8SWA)

Ryleigh Graham (7HRI)

Aimon Qazi (7JWI)
As well as drawing there has also been a lot of creativity in the kitchen...

Yasmin Seed (7MRA)
Baking Brownies

Imogen Barker (7LGA)
Victoria Sponge

Amelie Zarifeh (7JWI)
Lemon Cake & her own vegan recipe for

pancake day

Spring Flowers - Year 8
This week in Art, Year 7 have been drawing or painting spring flowers. Here’s some of their beautiful work.
Mrs Everson

Ruby Young (7JWI)

Maggie Marshall
(7MRA)

Layla Partway
(7JWI)

Imogen Baker
(7LGA)

Charley Perry
(7LGA)

Year 8 Art
Year 8 have been researching the work of artists Wayne Thiebaud and Sarah Graham. They have produced some fantastic
drawings, photography and product designs in response .

Mrs Everson

Rhyanna Harney (8MHI)

Zara Hill (8SWA)

Belle Hoare-Williams
(8SWA)

Abi Heyes (8SWA)

Marianne de Wildt
(8TNA)

Isabel Dent (8TNA)

Kate Robinson (8GHA )

Alexandra Pailthorpe
(8GHA)

Ellie Harrison
(8SWA)

Faye Adams
(8DPO)

More Fabulous KS3 Textile
Projects Created During
Lockdown.

Pippa Street Yr 7: Upcycled Sustainable
Sea Life Poster

Ione Jackson Yr 7: Crab Pin Cushion

Isabelle Sargent Yr 9: Upcycled Oceanic Life Hanging
Panel

Gabriella Balderson-Higgins Yr 8: Upcycled Oceanic
Life Hanging Panel

More Fabulous KS3 Textile
Projects Created During
Lockdown.

Hilda Baker Yr 9: Upcycled Sustainable
Dress design

Phemie Davies Yr 8: Oceanic Life Upcycled Hanging Panel

Marianne de Wildt Yr 8: Oceanic Life
Upcycled Hanging Panel

Hilda Baker Yr 9: Oceanic Life Upcycled Hanging Panel

Year 7 RE - Sacred Spaces Project
I wanted to share some project work that my Year 7's have just completed in RE - ‘What makes some
buildings special/Sacred Spaces’ project. They designed their own Multi-Faith places of worship based on
research into sacred spaces. Well done everybody!
Mrs Currie

British Science Week @ KNGS
Keep a lookout for exciting events that will be running for this year’s British Science Week.
Events will include:
• The BIG KNGS Wildlife Survey
• Virtual Science Fair
• Psychiatry and Medicine Lecture and Q&A for A-level students and more...
We would love to see as many of our
students and their families taking part
in this year’s British Science Week
Events.
Get involved. Have fun. Be inspired.
Mr McClelland

KNGS Dyslexia Pupil Voice Group
It has been lovely to reconvene the KNGS Dyslexia Pupil Voice Group virtually this
term. We have started weekly meetings online which will continue until the return
to school. The group had asked to look at ways to manage stress and anxiety so we
started with this. Members of the group, and members of the additional needs team,
shared their own strategies which ranged from watering plants and spending time
with pets to exercising and taking time away from screens. We have also looked at
the positives and negatives around online learning – they were able to see first-hand how even staff can’t always
get Teams to do exactly what they want first time but that perseverance and trying again usually works! We will
now be focussing on the return to school.
It has been great to catch up with so many of the group. I was very impressed they all turned up even though they
had to bring their own biscuits! A nice advantage of the online approach has been that they could ‘unbubble’
virtually and share views, worries and advice between year groups. I have missed the usual jolly noise and chatter
of lots of pupils together at the group - their Teams etiquette, online ‘chat’ and turn taking have been perfect!
I look forward very much to seeing them in school soon. I would strongly encourage both pupils and parents to
email in any worries or questions about the return to school ahead of the meeting next Tuesday so we can discuss
these together. Finally, we are also now using, and are very proud of, our new logo which was the winning entry in
our Dyslexia Awareness week competition last term.
Mrs Vaughan

Focaccia Bread Art
Year 10 Food Preparation & Nutrition students were set the task of making Focaccia bread art. This is an Italian
bread baked in a flat sheet tin and flavoured with olive oil and topped with herbs and vegetables.
They had to select a range of ingredients to create a beautiful piece of artwork on their bread, whilst also tasting
delicious!

Well Done; Roopinder Bains (10HMI), Daisy Deeley (10MMI), Poppy Evans (10CJO), Poppy-Jo Harrison (10HMI),
Sofia Papettas (10SBH), Millie Scully (10SLO), Madeleine Taylor (10HMI), Isabelle Thompson (10MMI), Katie Windle (10SBA) & Reyann Harding-Smith (10SBA).
Mrs Walsh

‘Alphabetography’
Here are some 'photo names' that the year 9's have been doing at home. They photography objects that
suggest the letters of their names. I call it 'alphabetography'.
The work shown below was created by: Isabella Brighton (9RHI), Isabella Sarget (9PGO), Isabelle Voogy
(9PGO), Betty Curtis (9JAB), Charlotte Waters (9DMC), Cilona Coates (9DMC), Daisy Yorke (9SCR), Emily
Caves (9HBA), Katie Wilford (9PGO), Kiera Beeston (9RHI) & Nabila Ahmed (9RHI).

The blue images (right) are
cyanotypes (an old-fashioned
Victorian technique) created by
Ffion Grace (Year 10) who signed up
for an online course run by The
Photographers Gallery (in London)
over half term.
Well done everybody.
Mr Abelson

Mental Health & Wellbeing
Year 7’s were challenged to join in with this one minute squiggle game by The Art Room at Place2be: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ozKW1M97JXE&feature=youtu.be
Each student simply needed a pen and a piece of paper. Very Creative - well done Year 7

Miss Bromley

Following the Year 8 assembly
on wellbeing Mrs Bi received
lots of brilliant examples of how
expressing yourself can help
with your wellbeing:

Well done Year 8!
Mrs Bi

Student of the Week
Congratulations to the following students who have been awarded Student of the Week and received
recognition since the last newsletter:
•

Evie Taylor (9HBA)

•

Sian Harris (10HMI)

•

Naveet Wilkhu (7KCU)

•

Ines Patrick (11VWA)

•

Rosa Rimmington (8SWA)

Virtual Carers Fair
Birmingham and Solihull Hubs are launching a joint virtual careers fair on Thursday 4th March. This is targeted at
young people in schools and colleges, NEET young people and parents.
It will showcase the opportunities and pathways available for young people in this region.
There will be zones for HE/ FE/ Providers / Employers and we are encouraging all of them to ensure they also
promote opportunities and resources for SEND students.
There will also be an auditorium where there will be videos about CV’s, skills and applications. etc.
In addition, a ‘live chat’ facility will also be available for students – the site can then be accessed for the
Information until the end of the school year.
Please see the link below to register for the event:
https://www.birminghamsolihullcareersfair.co.uk/

Healthy Eating - Recipe Ideas for under £5
Each newsletter we will be sharing some healthy recipe ideas that can be made for
£5 or under. We hope you find these useful - enjoy!
CHICKEN & SWEETCORN PIE
•
•

450g chicken breast (or cold leftover chicken)
200g sweetcorn, drained

For the sauce:
• 1l whole milk
• 50g butter
• 50g plain flour

For the pastry:
• 125g plain flour
• 55g cold butter, cubed
• 3 tbsp water
• Pinch of salt

Method:
1. Preheat oven 180'C/Gas mark 5
2. Cut cooked chicken into bite size pieces & add sweetcorn
3. Put all the sauce ingredients into a bowl and microwave on high for 5-7 minutes (depending how powerful your
microwave is)
4. When the sauce thickens set the microwave to medium & cook for a further two minutes, whisking every minute
5. Make up your shortcrust pastry & line a pie dish - leave a couple of centimetres hanging over the sides
6. Put your filling in and top with the pastry lid
7. Bake for 30 minute
8. Serve with potatoes and veg.
CHEESY SPANISH OMELETTE

•
•
•
•

4 eggs
200g potatoes, finely chopped
1 carrot (optional), finely chopped
2 florets of broccoli (optional), finely chopped

• ½ red pepper, finely chopped
• cheddar cheese (to taste), grated
• Finely dice the vegetables and then steam until

potatoes and carrots are soft
Method:
1. Whilst the veg are steaming, whisk the eggs in a bowl
2. Heat some vegetable oil in a pan, add the vegetables & pour the egg on top
3. Gently move the edges of the egg in until the egg starts to cook
4. When the bottom of the omelette is cooked, remove from the hob & place under the grill to finish cooking the top
5. When the omelette looks almost ready, remove & sprinkle some cheese on the top, & put back under the grill so
that the cheese melts
6. Once the cheese has melted, remove from the heat & slide onto a plate, allow to cool a little before serving
15 MINUTE APPLE AND BLACKBERRY CRUMBLES

•
•
•
•
•

200g blackberries
2 eating apples, peeled, cored and cut into small chunks
2 tbsp water
3 tsp sugar
Double cream, to serve

For the crumble topping:
• 75g plain flour
• 45g sugar
• 1 tsp ground cinnamon
• 20g flaked almonds
• 30g butter

Method:
1. Add the blackberries, apples, water & sugar to a large saucepan. Bring to the boil & simmer for 5 minutes
until the apple is tender, stirring regularly. Divide the cooked fruit between 4 ramekins & allow to cool a little.
2. Meanwhile, make the crumble topping. Put the flour, sugar & cinnamon into a mixing bowl. Using your hands
or a rolling pin, gently crush the almond flakes before adding them to the bowl. Work the butter through the dry
ingredients with the tips of your fingers, until it resembles breadcrumbs. Add the crumble mix to a dry, non-stick
frying pan & on a medium heat, toast it for 5 minutes, shaking the pan regularly so that it doesn’t burn.
3. Divide the crumble topping among the ramekins, covering the fruit. Allow them to sit for a couple of minutes, so
that the topping becomes crisp.
4. Serve with a dollop of cream.

Equality & Diversity
Student Logo Competition
Thank you to everyone who entered the
Photo Credit: Inayah Jawad (Year 11).
logo competition for our newly formed
Student Diversity Group. Entries were of the
highest quality and illustrated a great detail of thought and
consideration, well done all entries. Entries can be seen in the
most recent parent newsletter.
I hope you will join the Student Diversity Group and myself in
congratulating Katie Clapham (10CJO) as the winner of the
competition. This logo (left) will represent our group and will be
seen on all communication from this point onwards. Well done
Katie!
If you wish to join the Student Diversity Group please email me
with a few reasons why.
Thank you.

Mrs Bhangal

Equality and Diversity Curriculum Group update
We want to share some examples of how our coverage of Equality and Diversity is being developed across the
KNGS curriculum this year.
In this issue we would like to spotlight a new Year 9 English unit in which students develop their reading skills
through engaging with a wide range of writing by black British authors.
At GCSE, students are required to explore
how different perspectives and viewpoints
are presented. Year 9 students are
introduced to these key skills through
working with texts from autobiographies
dealing with colonialism and slavery to
accounts from writers of the Windrush
Generation, the work of contemporary
authors such as Yrsa Daley-Ward and George
The Poet, and journalistic perspectives on
role models such as Marcus Rashford.
Students are also offered the opportunity to
reflect on their own perspectives growing up in multicultural Birmingham, and research and present on aspects
of culture which interest them.
Students have responded positively to this
unit. According to Isabel Band, “it was very
beneficial because it made me aware of the
different cultures and histories in the world
around me.” Isabel adds that she is keen to see
similar units developed for other year groups.
Isla Meara tells us that “it was really interesting
to learn about this topic, especially since it was
inspired by the Black Lives Matter protests
going on all over the world.

The topics it covered were relevant to modern
day history, and therefore useful to know
about. I learnt so much.” For Jessica Parmar,
‘it was very interesting and useful to learn
about racist attitudes in colonial literature as
it gave me a deeper understanding of how
people of colour were treated historically. I
think it's also really important that we can use
that understanding to see how and why our
society behaves right now. Awareness is the
first step to making positive change.”
By Sarah O’Mahony

Year 8 - ‘What Age is Old?’
Year 8’s looked at ‘What age is ‘old’?. They all gave a lower number originally but they soon changed their minds
when they looked at the accomplishments and the contributions that these wonderful people make everyday to all
lives!
I came across a lovely story on a news website, it’s about a design competition launched to help
challenge ageist stereotypes.
Picture the road sign for ‘elderly people crossing’ and a silhouette of hunched over figures with
walking sticks probably comes to mind. I absolutely love this redesigned version which won the
competition.
It’s such an inspiring take on the true diversity of people in later life. What do you think?
Neive McNally (Y8) and Millie McGugan (Y8) wrote that “ In Mrs Bi’s assembly, we learnt that age is
just a number! We saw images and videos about people who are older performing stunts and
tricky activities (like an 77 year old astronaut, an 86 year old gymnast and an 80 year old mountain climber). It
made us think about stereotypes about elderly people being unable to do things. I hope this teaches that no one
should judge or discriminate this age category because of people are portrayed.

The KNGS Equality &
Diversity Group

Period Packs
KNGS believes that no-one should be held back from accessing education because of their
period. That is why we have signed up the to the Department for Education’s free period
product scheme.
Our students know that we are here to support them in everything that they do whether
it is academically, physically, mentally or emotionally. Periods can impact all of those areas
and that is why we can offer free period products for any student who has forgotten their
products, can’t afford products or have come on their period unexpectedly.
So, if you need something then we can help. Period packs are available from the school
office and Head of Year/Student Support, these packs contain a mixture of products to
help you through your period. They are provided in discreet paper bags for your convenience.
If you are not in school at the moment then that is not a problem, please feel free to come into school to collect a
pack or get one once you are back in school after 8th March.

Wellbeing & Support
Wellbeing for Students - Birmingham Education Partnership
During times like this, we need to look after our mental health and wellbeing. You can't always know what's
happening, but you can focus on looking after yourself.
The link to the below guide will give you some ideas and then it is up to you to decide what helps you. If it works,
keep doing it. If it doesn’t, stop and try something else. These are well researched ideas that work…give something a go!
www.kngs.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/BEP-Jan-2021-Maintaining-good-well-being-Studentscompressed.pdf

Birmingham Children’s Partnership - Emergency & On-going Help for Birmingham
Links to key support and help can be viewed at:

www.kngs.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/PCCAtt19043528-20210119121538435-1.pdf

Kooth - Your online mental
wellbeing community
Free, safe and anonymous support

https://www.kooth.com/

